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ON POETRY READINGS AND READING POETRY
There

is

no douht about

it:

poetry readings are

in.

Estab-

lished poets are intoning their works in university theatres for
lavish fees mixed with a modicum of undergraduate adoration
and faculty envy. Still other poets, blue jeaned and blue eyed,
are reading in tiny book shops and coffee houses, sometimes to
the accompanying sound of a guitar in an atmosphere heavy
with alienated togetherness and marijuana smoke. In this city

am told there is a poet who parks his truck on a city street and
reads his verse from the tailgate, using a bullhorn to surmount
traffic noise. Any day now I expect to read about a subway bard,
making his way from car to car, from station to station, stanza
by stanza.
To many observers, there is a healthy air about all this. It
is seen as a sign of vitality, an indication that poetry is being
returned to the people, rescued from those dryasdu^st academics
who have been smothering the muse since Eliot and Pound
showed them how. I too see in the poetry reading phenomenon a
sense of tremendous vitality ayid excitement. Unfortunately,
much of the excitement does not come from the poetry but from
the personality, the performance, the theatricality of show
I

business.

The demands of the poem and the demands of the public
performance by a poet must ultimately conflict.
A good poem is like a good marriage. The mysterious first
attraction between poem and reader; the quiet excitement of
discovery, ivith each new knowledge leading to greater intimacy;
the solid but unspoken communication betiveen poem and reader;
and finally, the desire to continue to grow together.
It is in living ivith a

poem

that one discovers the difference

between prettiness and beauty, betiveen verbal fireworks and the
miracle of language used to its furthest resources.
I am not sailing, let me stress, that the poem should exist
only in print. I do not think a poem is fully alive until its sounds
have been articulated and relished. But this is essentially the
reader's job, not the writer's. In most poetry readings that I have
attended, the reader is never given the chance to do his part
fully; the performing poet attempts to do it all. He does not
announce what he will read beforehand; he does not arrange for

(Continued on Page U7)

On

the Hellgate
MARY CLEARMAN

BUTLER enrolled in the University of Montana graduate
SAM
by default. He had
school for a summer term, more or
less

been bored with the teaching job he had held for one year, and
had made only the mildest efforts to find another position. The
army didn't want him, because of a fall in his childhood that
had slightly stiffened one knee. His undergraduate grades
weren't really high enough to get him into graduate school, but
finally the dean wrote that doing well for a summer term might
make a difference. So Sam bought an airplane ticket for Missoula,
and signed up for a course in Renaissance nondramatic literature and for a seminar on Poe, with an asterisk by his name that
showed he was there on sufferance, cashed one of his mother's
checks, and paid for fifty dollars worth of books and the rent
on an attic bedroom a few blocks from campus. In the condemned section, as his landlady wisecracked when he paid her.
Missoula was still sprinkled with the rambling and rotting
mansions left over from the lumber baron days, and Sam's
room was under the eaves of one of these surviving monsters.
It seemed to soak in the heat through the shingles. After the
first day, Sam took to spending most of his time in one of the
several air-conditioned bars that fringed the campus. He came
back to the room only after dark, and even then the bedroom
steamed and smelled of dry rot.
Sam would open his window all the way to the top and sit
on the wide sill, his stiff leg propped on the bed, smoking in
the dark and feeling the breeze from the drooping trees just
below. At first he tried reading, but the light attracted tiny
gnats that found their way through his chest hair and even
under the elastic of his shorts, so he stopped reading.
Sitting in his shorts in the dark, smoking and flicking ashes
off into the dark leaves below, he listened to the play-by-play

broadcast of the baseball game that drifted out of windows up
and down the street, its crackle mixed with the small sounds of
insects and occasional passing cars. The darkness was good to
that neighborhood, for it hid the peeling paint and loose shingles
of the big old houses and the seediness of their lawns.
Nobody was doing anything to repair these houses, because
they were under sentence. The university had bought the land,
and in the fall a contractor would begin to raze the houses and
cut down the rotting elms that lined the street. A new dormitory
complex would take their place. In the meantime the residents
droned on, bending arthritic joints to take in papers and water
the browning grass and collect the last rents from the summer
students. Sam shut them out, along with the other lodgers in
his house, the cockroaches, the gurgling plumbing, and the urinal
stains on the shower walls. This shutting out was an art that
he had perfected several years ago as an undergraduate, and
he practised it as he sat in the window in the dark, concentrating
on thinking of nothing, making his mind a blank, guarding
against images and sensations until his surroundings were gone,
and he could sleep.
(But one evening about three weeks after he had rented the
room, he looked down from his window and saw a large white
dog padding down the sidewalk on the other side of the street.
It was an enormous German shepherd, nearly three feet at the
shoulders, with a great ruff that would have made it look like
a wolf if it had not been cream-colored. In the twilight it was
like a ghost, except for its deliberate, unhurried gait. With
lowered head and flattened ears it continued around a corner
and disappeared behind an untrimmed hedge.
Sam ground out his cigarette on the window sill and rubbed
his stiff knee. Now with his protective blankness broken, he
could hear the baby squalling downstairs, the baseball broadcast,
and traffic sounds from downtown Missoula. Sam lit another
cigarette

and began again.

NEXT NIGHT he was watching
THE
came from the
he saw that

for the dog. This time
direction of the campus, and
accompanied a girl in blue jeans. The dog was just the
it

that it
same, hulking and pale, and Sam watched until it disappeared
behind the same hedge. Then he turned on the light and shut the
window to keep out the gnats. He was behind in his reading for
the Poe seminar.
Sam had never liked Poe, not since he was eight and his

"

"

mother had read him "The Telltale Heart." As far as Sam could
remember, that was the only story that she had ever read to
him, for his mother was a big jumpy woman, a great golfer
and no reader herself. But this one time she had been between
husbands and golf tournaments, and she had briefly courted Sam.
"The Telltale Heart," however, had been a screaming failure,
sending

Sam

into a state of snivelling terror for days.

And

his

mother had thrown the book spinning into a corner, where it
lay with its pages crumpled, collecting dust for days until Sam's
grandmother rescued it on one of her tours of housekeeping duty.
It was no wonder, Sam thought in retrospect, that he had
been frightened. The damned thing, beating and beating under
the floorboards, was enough to scare anybody, let alone the
miserable narrator and the eight-year-old boy, the two of whom
had screamed in unison when Sam's mother reached the climax.
Even now it was all he could do to skim through the story for
the seminar. He could imagine just how the narrator had felt,
burying the thing, hiding it under the floor, then hearing it
throbbing away like the motorcycle that seemed to have stalled
a block away, chugging fitfully. With the noise of the motorcycle
came the other sounds of the night, and Sam swore and tossed
away Poe for the evening.
The Poe Seminar was working its way through the short
stories of Poe, and the next day the instructor asked Sam what
"The Fall of the House of Usher" was about. Sam, who had
glanced at the story just before class, dug at the cover of the
paperback with his pencil point.
"Well," he said, hating Hertz, the instructor, "the guy thinks

—

he's buried his sister alive

Everyone was looking down the table at him, the brownfaced married student who lived in Sam's apartment house and
the miscellaneous high school teachers and the two or three professional graduate students who called Hertz by his first name.
"Oh, sure," said Hertz, and summarized the plot, which
Sam at least knew. Hertz paced along the seminar table with
his head on one side like a robin's and his eyes bright. "Okay,"
he finished, "so what?"
The boy from Sam's mansion came to the rescue. "Usher is
burying his secret desires," he said glibly. "His incestual longings
for his sister, which he's unable to face up to, and tries to
suppress
Hertz jumped on that one, and pecked at it, and one of the
women disagreed. Sam, his face hot and his stiff knee itching,
waited out the time until the bell rang, and fled.

—

—

lurched down the air-conditioned hall, not trusting himback, and shouldered through the plate glass doors
look
self to
that opened out into the brilliant sunshine and a vista of cultured Douglas firs. Blinking, Sam took two steps and stumbled
over something that moved and yelped. He looked down, squinting against the glare on the cement, and met the yellow eyes of
the big cream-colored German shepherd. Sam backed down the

He

steps.

"Hey, Butler," said the boy, his neighbor, coming through
the plate glass. "What'd you do, fall over Jerri's dog?"
"Whose?" said Sam warily.

—

The boy Reardon was his name, Sam remembered
snapped his fingers at the dog, but she turned away and gazed
at Sam with her deep yellow eyes. "Hey, girl! Where's Jerri?"
Sam waited, shifting off his stiff leg, wanting to escape
but feeling as though he were caught in unfinished conversation.
Reardon grinned.
"Come and have a beer," he offered. "Don't let Hertz get
you down." Then, without a pause, "name's Ursula. Beauty,
she?"
"Oh, the dog! Ursula?"
"Right used to belong to this kid " They crossed the
grass, detoured around a palisade of Douglas firs and a building
under construction, and waited on the street corner for the
traffic light to change.
"From the east, aren't you?" asked Reardon.
isn't

—

—

"New

Jersey."

"Must be quite a change."
"Yes," They crossed the street, backs turned

to the perpendicular mountains that closed in the northeast side of
Missoula. Sam, who had flown to Missoula and had first seen
the relatively harmless prairie country on the west side of town,
supposed he should say something about the beautiful country.
But the mountains were appalling. He had been horrified by the
mountains when he first came face to face with them. Face to
face was the right expression. The town and campus were spread
over flat land, and suddenly the mountain was there, at right
angles with the ground. Ugly mountains, too, bare and crisscrossed by horse trails and scanty shrubs that failed to screen
completely occasional couples copulating behind them.
Then Sam and Reardon were across the street, and entering
the bar, and there on the linoleum in front of them lay the creamcolored German shepherd. Sam backed away.
"Come on, here's Jerri," said Reardon. "What's the
-

6

He sat down opposite the girl, and Sam, circling
Ursula, sat down beside him. Ursula heaved herself to her feet,
padded over to them with an accompaniment of toenail clicks on
the linoleum, and sat down.
Sam shifted his stiff leg and looked in the other direction,
at the cracking red leatherette around the bar, the sparkling
technicolor scenic beer advertisements, the television set in the
corner with its eternal baseball game.
pair of balding graduate
students were lowering over mugs of beer in the next booth,
and an old man v\'ith whiskers and logger boots was asleep in
the corner under the television set. The girl opposite was
watching him, and when he stole a glance over his shoulder, the
dog, too, watched him with her opaque yellow eyes.
"What's with that dog?" he asked Reardon.
Reardon drank the foam from his beer. "She's sure interested in you, all right," he agreed, apparently noticing the dog's
stare for the first time. "Look at her, Jerri."
"I see her," said the girl. "She likes him."
Sam set down his beer mug. His leg twinged. The dog's
stare and the girl's slanted appraisal embarrassed him.
A black-haired young man in a college sweatshirt and
cowboy boots came into the bar, looked around, and saw
matter?"

A

Reardon.
"O'Donnell,"
Butte."

Reardon

introduced

him

vaguely.

"From

O'Donnell sat down by the girl and snapped his fingers at
Ursula, who barely looked at him, before letting her muzzle
sink down to the floor. Her eyes remained fixed on Sam.
"Get your application for your antelope permit filed?"
Reardon asked O'Donnell. They ordered more beers, and talked
about hunting while Sam stared at his mug and the dog sighed.
O'Donnell had shot a bull elk last year. He and Reardon
discussed the exact gully on the exact ridge of a certain spur
of mountains fifty miles from Missoula, where O'Donnell had
shot his elk. It had been, said O'Donnell, a hell of a job getting
him back to the road.

"You hunt?" he asked Sam.

What Sam had

seen of the mountains was enough.
up forever from the barren mountains that
threatened the campus to the remote ranges, pine-covered to the
timberline, tipped with snow in summer, and gouged by the

"No."

They seemed

to rise

logging roads.
Reardon glanced at Sam. "Hell of a big country, all right,"
he agreed with Sam's thought. "I got a mountain sheep license

—

—my

God, what a great break, you know what
never used it. I couldn't get anybody to go
you were still in the army " O'Donnell nodded
in with me
"and it's just too damn wild back there to go alone. If you get
hurt, you know fall and break a leg, or something, you're
grizzly bait. So I never used it."
Sam eyed Reardon. The boy was square-shouldered, with
bright darting eyes like O'Donnell's. "Are you a good hunter?"
"Sure, hunted all my life. You never have?"
"No."
Reardon's eyes darted toward Sam's leg, but he did not
comment. "Christ, if I couldn't get clear out of town once in
a while, I'd go off my gourd. It's great out there, especially in
winter when the deep snow's on. Clean you know?"
Sam didn't know. "But dangerous."
"Oh, sure. You have to have some sense. Let somebody
know about where you're hunting, carry some candy bars, take
a partner if you're going too far back. Now, with the loggers
slashing hell out of things, it's harder to get lost." Reardon
stopped and drank beer soberly. "They'll ruin the whole wilderness in a few years," he went on. "Every year the pressure to
open the Bob Marshall wilderness to loggers gets stronger.
They'll do it yet."
"You can drive places now, it'd taken you two days to pack
into a couple years ago," added O'Donnell.
"Scares the elk out. And the bears." And Reardon was off
on a story about a bear that had once wandered down into
Missoula and had climbed a tree in front of the Sigma Nu house,
where he clung for hours while the students cut classes to stare
at him. Brickbats and bee bee guns having failed to dislodge him,
a policeman with a rifle finally killed him. That wouldn't happen
any more, according to Reardon, for the bears were moving back

two years ago

the odds are? But

—

—

I

—

—

into the hills.

"A

grizzly?"

A

black," said Reardon, with a hasty glance
grizzly'd come down into town."
"But there are grizzlies back there?"
"Montana has more grizzlies than any other state but
Alaska," said Jerri suddenly. She leaned back in her corner of
the booth, watching Sam with half a smile on her narrow face,

"Oh, God, no.

at Jerri.

"No

playing with her beer mug. Both Reardon and O'Donnell were
abruptly silent, as the beer mug spun around and around between
her thin brown fingers.
"Back in these hills?" asked Sam.
8

"

"Some/'
"What's exciting

till

is packing in to fish," Reardon inserted
you're hunting, at least you've got a rifle. Wait
you're carrying nothing but a spinning rod, and see how

you

feel."

hastily.

"When

"Don't they attack people?"

That was the wrong question. O'Donnell and Reardon were
off on a debate of apparent long-standing, Reardon maintaining
that if you used good sense and didn't go poking behind windfalls
or looking for cubs, you were fairly safe. O'Donnell began to
count off people he had known or known of who had used all
caution and had been mauled or killed or escaped narrowly. There
was the packer's wife who had run, stumbled, then played dead
while a grizzly gnawed off one buttock; the hiking university
students who had escaped to a tree from which they listened
to the screams of an unlucky friend
"And there was always
what happened in the Park."
"They've attacked more people in the last year or so, all
right," Reardon finally agreed. "You can't blame them, though.
We keep pushin' back. Taking their territory
"Hell," said O'Donnell, looking absently at the brooding dog.
"Read the Lewis and Clark journals," said Jerri all at once.
She looked directly at Sam, as though measuring the effect of
her pedantic tone. "They had more trouble from the grizzlies
than they did from Indians. The Indians themselves were scared
stiff of them. Ursus horrihilus. The Indians called them mon-

—

—

sters."

"Maybe so, but they're making a last stand." Reardon
sounded scandalized. "What are there, maybe eighty grizzlies
left in this state?"

O'Donnell shrugged, eyes going from Jerri to the dog. Both
young men seemed ill at ease.
"Why do you want to hunt out there?" Sam asked, baffled
at their edginess. "Just the big

Hemingway thing?"

Reardon laughed, but O'Donnell didn't. "You'd know if you
went." Jerri half turned toward him, but he went on. "My old
man worked in the copper pits, but he hunted all he could. And
so do I. There aren't many of us left that can go out and hunt
the way we do, just a few of us on the edge of the wilderness."
Sam stared, wondering what he was trying to say.
"State's sprinkled with dude ranches and packer outfits.
Hell, men fly in from the east coast, from the south, jet in here
to hunt. It's one of the last places left."
"You're talking a lot of rot," said Jerri.

"You and your

damned mystique."
"Come on, Jerri," began Reardon, but O'Donnell laughed
then. "I've got to meet my wife," he said, and laid down change
for his beer.
Jerri watched him under sullen brows. "All right, I'm
sorry," she muttered.
"Come on, Jerri," Reardon began again. "Don't be so damned
touchy. He can't help it, any more than I can."
"I know," she said listlessly. Her hair had fallen over one
side of her face. "See you later, when I'm not so bitchy." As
she left the bar, the dog rose and gave Sam a last stare before

padding after her.
"Her husband got lost in the wilderness, eighteen months
ago," Reardon said at last. "They never found him, they think
maybe a bear got him."
Sam sat silent. He was sitting directly under an air conditioner, and he felt as if it were forming miniature icicles of
sweat up and down his arms.
"Leo raised that dog from a pup," Reardon went on, "he
had two of those white pups, I remember. I'd never seen a white
German shepherd before. That was six years ago. Something
happened to the other pup, but this one Ursula used to go
everywhere with him."
"Hunting?"
"He didn't hunt, exactly. He poked around. Took som.e
courses in zoology, guess that had something to do with it. I
saw him one time, when I was elk hunting, thirty miles back
from the road. He was past me before I knew he was anywhere
around, just trotting along a deer trail, and Ursula about ten
feet behind him."
"What happened?"
"He didn't really hunt," Reardon repeated. "You'd see him,
even just a few miles from town. Looking under rocks, w^atching
bugs or something. Then he went out for a weekend, and he

—

—

—

never came back."

The air conditioner hummed. "Ursula went with him,"
Reardon went on, repeating a well-known sequence. "Leo left
here with the dog on Friday. He didn't come home on Sunday.
On Monday night Ursula came home alone. That's why we all
thought a bear got him. Ursula would never have left him."
"Did they—look for him?"
"Oh, Jesus, they had a hell of a search. The forest service,
and the sheriff's office, and private planes, and volunteers from
Missoula hell, from all over. His parents flew up from Colorado

—
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and stayed here three weeks. Nothing."

Sam shook his head, seeing the mountains, jagged teeth
He
stained with snow and old burns and reddening juniper.
could picture, not Leo being torn by a bear, but Leo becoming
nothing on the teeth of the mountains.
"That dog likes you," Reardon remarked. "You do look a
little like

him—"

like she's everywhere I go," Sam muttered, then
stiffened, for Ursula, taking advantage of a stranger's leaving
the bar, shouldered through the open door and fixed Sam with
her yellow eyes. Sam choked, paid for his beer, and fled.

"Seems

FOUND another bar and spent the rest of the afternoon
SAM
nursing tap beers under another air conditioner. Toward
evening he emerged and made his way back to the mansion,
driven by a wind that had risen without warning. It scuttled
dust and loose pebbles across the streets, whipped water from the
lawn sprinklers, tore at loose shingles, and howled.
Sam's landlady was standing on the porch, shaking her dust
mop at the wind when Sam finally got home.
"The Hellgate wind," she roared, brandishing the mop.
"How do you like it?"
"I don't," Sam shouted. He looked back over his shoulder,
half expecting to see the white dog. Even inside the mansion,
the wind made itself heard. A tree branch shredded its leaves
against a window. Sam climbed the stairs, relieved that nothing
followed him, and shut his own door behind him.
The whole attic creaked, but the air was still stifling hot.
Sam stripped to his shorts and sat down by the window. When
he opened it, he was hit in the face by a blast of dust, so he
closed it again and stood looking out across the trees and rooftops to the mouth of the Hellgate, a narrow gorge between the
mountains that funnelled the wind down upon the town. In the
winter it could be vicious, Sam had been told. He stood nearly
naked in the little room, dripping with perspiration and listening
to the wind ram against the shingles. Then, when the bedroom
was almost completely dark, someone rapped on the door.
Sam grabbed his pants and stepped into them, reaching for
the light switch. He zipped his fly and went to the door. It swung
open, and there in the darkened hall, looming larger than life,
stood Ursula. She looked up at him as he stood shaking with the
insane thought that she had come for him.
Then he looked past the dog and saw that Jerri, now wearing
11

"

a light

summer

"Can

I

dress, stood

behind her.

come in?"

"Yeah, sure," Sam muttered. He stepped back out of the
way, and the dog padded into the room, followed by the girl.
Ursula looked once around the room and lay down by the
window where she could watch Sam. The girl came in more
slowly and stopped near the bed, looking at her hands.
"Those guys this afternoon, I don't know what you thought,"
she began, her voice hesitant after its earlier stridency.
Sam was embarrassed. "I don't know. I like Reardon
"I don't know what's the matter with me. They're both
" She looked up for the first
fine. When my husband was lost
time "Mike O'Donnell spent three weeks backpacking the trails.
Until he had to go to the army. That's " Her voice dwindled
again. "Hunting, hunting. It must look strange to you."
"I'm no hunter," Sam agreed. He could not understand

—

—

—

—

what she was saying.
"Every time they go hunting, they ruin a
They can't see it. Oh, mavbe thev do. Leo did, a
don't you?"
"Yes, in a way," he began, but Jerri

went

little
little.

more

of

it.

So do you,

on.

they going to do when
it's all gone, when they can't go out? You're from the east, you
see it, don't you? It must," and she was listless again, "be
wonderful to come from outside. They're all alike here."
The dog brooded, and Sam looked from her to the girl.
"^^^lat makes her watch me?" he asked.
Jerri broke away from her thoughts, startled. "I don't
know she does, doesn't she? You do," she added, "look a little
like Leo. Mike thinks so."
The dog sighed and got ponderously to her feet.
"I suppose I'd better go," Jerri said, and the dog came and
stood beside her. They left too'ether, leaving the door ODen behind
them, and Sam could hear Ursula's toenails scratching on the
stairs all the way to the bottom. When the door at the foot of
the hall slammed, he turned off the light and sat down on the
bed in the dark.

"What

the

hell,

what the

hell are

—

'T^HE NEXT MORNING the wind was

gone.

Sam was

cautious

on the stairs and on the way to the campus, but he saw no
white dog all that day or the next. Relieved, he began again on
his wall of protection. On the third day after Jerri's visit, as he
was walking back to the mansion after his Poe seminar, a car
pulled over and stopped.
•'-

12

"

Sam paused. Jerri was behind the wheel, and the tips of
Ursula's ears rose over the back of the seat. Jerri's hair was
brushed smooth, and she smiled, showing even teeth.
"Let me give you a lift," she offered.
"It's not very far."
"Doesn't matter." She smiled again, leaning forward against
the open window.
Sam shrugged and went around to the door on the passenger
side. Ursula looked up at him from the back seat. Sam kept his
back turned to her, but the hair on the back of his neck prickled.
"I don't live this way
"I know. Come for a ride with me?" She looked away from
the street to smile at him. They passed an intersection, and someone's brakes squealed. Sam sank into the seat.
They turned up the highway that led through the Hellgate,
going much too fast, and Sam leaned against the window to look
up the sheer and pine-bristling cliffs that rose perpendicularly
from the road.
"Where are we going?"
"Just up the road a little way." They turned sharply, brakes
protesting, on a rough-graded dirt road that wound uphill
through a grove of second growth poplar and straggling pine.
Than the poplars faded out, and Sam had a clear view of miles
upon miles of mountains, stretching peak upon peak into bluer
and bluer distance. A meadow opened on the lower side of the
road, rank with lupine and swamp grass. The road grew
narrower, and ended against a row of boulders.
"Just a pack trail from here," Jerri explained. She turned
off the ignition, and Sam slumped against the seat. His stomach
churned from the ride. A bird whistled.
Jerri got out of the car and came around to Sam's open
window. "We can't drive any further," she repeated.
"I don't want to walk anywhere." He felt another wave
of nausea.
Jerri let Ursula out of the back seat. The dog stretched,
then trotted over to the boulders that barred the road.
She
stopped and looked back over her shoulder, waiting.
The scent of pines and grass blew through the open windows
of the car, but Sam felt suffocated. He did not want to get out
of the car. Its upholstered frame suddenly seemed comforting.
But Jerri stood waiting, and he felt foolish crouching in the car,
He opened the door and got out gingerly, testing the ground with
his foot before he trusted his weight on it. The layers of rotted
pine needles shifted under him, and his knees felt weak after

—
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his rocketing ride. Ursula waited, head raised, body motionless.
Jerri took his hand. She had smooth, narrow brown fingers,,

and she drew him toward the boulders where Ursula waited.

Sam stumbled after her self-consciously. Ursula, seeing that
they were coming, trotted between the boulders and down the
trail fifty feet, where she stopped again and looked back.
Jerri smiled at him. The collar of her shirt stood away from
her body, exposing a line of smooth tanned flesh. "Reardon and
Mike O'Donnell and all the others, they're all alike. Such great
hunters, telling about their first elk or their first deer, and
remembering every twig they ever snapped or every grouse
they ever gutted " She had led him past the boulders and
around a bristling clump of juniper. Sam, looking back, could
no longer see the car. Jerri gazed up at him.
"You're not like that, are you?"
"No." That, for God's sake, was the truth. Except for recent
conversations with Reardon and O'Donnell, Sam's notion of
hunting was gleaned from books he had had to read in some
course in literature, about boys shooting their first deer and
smearing their cheeks with blood, or old men who somehow
rejuvenated themselves on similar trips. The air around him
was still deep with pine and snow from higher in the mountains,
but Sam's nausea rose, sour in his threat. Jerri was very close
to him.
"I knew you were different. You don't need to spoil anything, do you? The way they start out, with guns to protect
themselves, having to kill something out there to keep themselves
together, it's frightening. But you don't need that, do you?"
Sam stopped, looking from the girl to the dog that stood
stolidly waiting. "I?" he managed. The nausea was w^orse. Beside
him, Jerri's eyes were immense, and, as Sam took a step backward, she reached out to hold him.
"Don't you think I'm attractive?" she whispered.
Sam, shaking, swallowed back the flush of bile. Jerri held
his hand, and before he could draw back she had taken the step
that lay between them and had driven one brown hand under
his belt, under the band of his shorts and down toward his groin.
Sam jerked back, retching. He stumbled a few feet off the
trail and vomited into the lupine.
"For God's sake," he begged after a moment, "I'm sick,
won't you take me back to town?"
Jerri had waited on the trail, making no move to help him.
Now she shrugged and nodded. Ursula turned slowly back and
sniffed at the lupine before trotting off toward the car. Sam,

—
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limp, followed her.
Jerri drove slowly

and carefully all the way back to^ town
and stopped under a decayed elm in front of Sam's mansion.
"Sam," she said then, and her voice quavered, but Sam
dragged himself out of the car and across the porch without
looking back. He climbed the stairs, one foot at a time, and closed
his door behind him. There in the heat, in the yellow light from
the window, he threw himself down on his bed. A few minutes
later he got up and rinsed his mouth, then lay down again,
hugging his knees and feeling hot tears behind his eyelids. His
heart pounded, and he did not get up again until the room was
wholly dark.
He skipped several days of classes, and when he came out
of his room again, he kept his head down and ignored his
neighbors. Reardon looked curiously at him when they passed
on the stairs, but said nothing. When the summer term ended,
Sam bought an airline ticket back to New Jersey. The only bad
moment was when he looked from the airplane window down
upon the jaws of the Hellgate and the jagged teeth of the
mountains.

With a

Wooden Spoon
JOHN DITSKY
And
I

I

remember how

paused in running

home from a swim
a dixie cup of

to

buy

ice

cream; peeling away
the waxy layer on the

lid

revealed a frigid picture
of a movie star, a baseball star, the

of

whom now

most
lie

(as

do those hurried joys)
beneath a waxen film.
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Cinderella Said to Her Ugly Stepsister

RUTH MOON KEMPHER
To your

you always have
flaunted your ugliness, hap
humming hap stuck your chin out
happily, with all its warts
slept with sweeps and oystermen
credit,

I

respect your honesty, ever

I

myself not always frank, sat
my corner, circumspect

quietly in

hum humble trimming my

toenails

behaved with discretion yet

dreamed of
I

admit

it

orgies, happily ever

now, humming hap hap

but don't say my Prince's charming eyes
are crossed, happily happily or
ever mention halitosis, aft
in the

same breath, hap

happily. It's too like sour grapes
it

does not become you. Ever after.
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A

President as a Literary Critic
DAVID

H.

BURTON

GIVEN THE TEMPER

of our own times, the prospect of
a president of the United States offering literary criticism
in the columns of a national magazine is not a promising one.
Fifty years or more ago, however, such a proposition was not
only more consistent with those times but more consistent with
the men who occupied the office of chief executive. The first
three presidents of the 20th century, for example, all had abilities, educations, and tastes which made it easy for them to
operate credibly outside the arena of politics and power. William
Howard Taft was a man of thorough legal training and, having
lost the presidency in 1912, he turned to teaching law at the
Yale University Law School before his tenure on the Supreme
Court as chief justice. Woodrow Wilson was a well known and
highly regarded professor of political science before he resigned
the presidency of Princeton and entered public life. It is easy
enough to imagine Wilson as an ex-president returning to his
books to write critical commentary on the theory and practice
of the presidency, had his health not been impaired. On the other
hand, it may be somewhat more difficult, at first glance at least,
to appreciate Theodore Roosevelt as a man of letters. TR moved
in many worlds, but the abiding memory of him continues to
strike a sturm und drang chord. He will be forever identified
probably as the president who boasted "While Congress debated,
I took Panama." Could such as he, in short, qualify as a literary
critic? Or was the strain of blood and iron so dominant as to
eliminate the sensibility to literature and to art appropriate to
the critic ?i
:

1 Roosevelt's several worlds are the framework of Edward Wagenkneeht's study,
of Theodore Roosevelt. (New York, 195S). the most complete
appraisal of Roosevelt's interests in literature and the arts.

The Seven Worlds
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jBy background and education, by taste and temperament,
Theodore Roosevelt was in no way ordained to become the president of the United States and thus a trust-buster at home or a
confident imperialist abroad. His father was a highly sensitive
and nobly motivated gentleman who instilled these qualities
successfully in his son. Roosevelt Sr. was a consistent champion
of the down-trodden, a role so congenial to him that his son

could say in after years: "My father was the best man I ever
knew." Young Roosevelt entered Harvard with the class of 1880.
His preparation for college had been conducted by a private
tutor, Andrew Cutler, who took his young charge's natural abilities and bent them firmly in the direction of intellectual distinction. At Harvard Roosevelt studied the Greek and Latin authors
as well as the French, German, and Italian languages. He read
logic and metaphysics along with constitutional law, political

economy, and English and American literature. The Harvard
years were an important time of intellectual fleshing out. By
previous travel and residence abroad he and his brother Elliott
had spent some months living with a family in Dresden, learning German, studying school subjects, and not the least for TR
attending the Shakespeare Theater there he had a unique
preparation for a university education. Election to Phi Beta
Kappa and genuine interest in natural science could well have
been signs that he was destined for the quiet ways of academic
life rather than the sordid political precincts of the Gilded
Age.- His entry into public affairs was in some sense accidental,^
in fact, so that throughout the 1880s and the 1890s, concerned
though he was with politics and adventure, he nevertheless wrote
a good deal of history and natural science, both in books of his
own and in reviews appearing in periodicals like The North
American Revieiu and The Atlantic Monthly. To be sure the
other worlds of Theodore Roosevelt took shape alongside his
strong literary bent: the paradox of Theodore Roosevelt in the
making. While he was president he continued to do a few pieces,
like his account of "The Ancient Irish Sagas," published in
Century Magazine in 1907, reflective of his abiding fondness for

—

—

imaginative literature.
2 The best biography of Roosevelt is William H. Harbaugh, Th« liife and Times
Theodore Roosevelt, Rev. Ed., (New York, 1963). But for his early life see
Theodore Roosevelt The Formative Years 1858-1886, (New York, 195S) by Carleton
Putnam, indispensable for understanding the development of Roosevelt's outlook.
3 Putnam suggests that TR entered politics "casually, incidentally, still some-

of

what out

—

of the corner of his eye." Op.

cit..
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p. 237.

Unfortunately this side of Theodore Roosevelt has also
invited a stereotype judgment of him, and perhaps understandably so. His blistering attack on the famous New York Armory
Art Show in 1913 will long be recalled as the towering protest of an influential philistine against modern art. He was
unsparing in his hostility to Cubism and other futuristic art
forms. "Probably we err in treating most of these pictures
seriously," he wrote. "It is likely that many of them represent
in the painters the astute appreciation of the power to make
folly lucrative which the late P. T. Barnum showed with his
faked mermaid." To him "the lunatic fringe was fully in evidence." Roosevelt observed that he was struck by the "resemblance of some of the art to the work of the palaeolithic artists
of the French and Spanish caves." The palaeolithics were "interstumbling
esting samples of the strivings for a human form
Forty thousand
effort [which] represented progress
years later, when entered into artificially and deliberately, it
represents only a smirking pose of retrogression, and is not
praise worthy." These and like comments on the modernist
entries in the exhibit have marked Roosevelt as an enemy of art.
Too little notice has been taken of what he found in the Armory
Show which he was moved by. "In some ways," he wrote,
.

.

.

....

of the American painters and sculptors
of the most interest in this collection, and
a glance at this work must convince any one of the real
good that is coming out of the new movements, fantastic
though many of the developments of these new movements are. There was one note entirely absent from the
exhibition and that was the note of the commonplace.
There was not a touch of simpering, self-satisfied conventionality anywhere in the exhibition [of the Americans]. Any painter or sculptor who had in him something to express and the power of expressing it found
the field open to him. He did not have to be afraid
because his work was not along ordinary lines. There
it is

the

which

work

is

was no stunting or dwarfing, no requirement that a man
whose gift lay in new directions should measure up or
down to stereotyped and fossilized standards.
he singled out "Arizona Desert," "Canadian Night,"
"the group of girls on the roof of a New York tenement-house,
the studies in the Bronx Zoo, the 'Heracles,' the studies of the
Utah monument, the little group called 'Gossip' which has something of the quality of the famous fifteenth idyl of Theocritus,
Specifically,
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—

these and a hundred
its grim suggestiveness"
more he found worthy of notice. Without denying the virulence
of the ex-president's dislike for much in modern art, it remains
an oft repeated misrepresentation to say that he was the enemy

the Telf* with

new directions in the art worlds
But it was literature to which Roosevelt was especially
drawn and toward which he was especially sympathetic. His
address as president of the American Historical Association in
1912 he called simply "History as Literature." In his remarks
not only did he exhibit a great knowledge and love of literature,
from the ancients to his own era, but he deplored the steady
trend toward intellectual specialization which he feared would
devitalize the literature of the future by denying it access to
the whole range of human endeavor. The writing of history,
Written history amounted to so much more than the collection
of art, or even of

furthermore, should not be reduced to the merely scientific.
of data and arrangement in some kind of prescribed order. Like
all literature, historical literature should retain the quality
of art. "The greatest historian," Roosevelt wrote, "should also
be a great moralist. It is no proof of impartiality to treat wickedness and goodness on the same level.
Carlyle offers an
instance in point. Very few men have ever been a greater
source of inspiration than Carlyle when he confined himself to
preaching morality in the abstract." But TR believed that Carlyle
"was utterly unable to distinguish either great virtues or great
vices when he applied his own principles concretely to history.
His 'Frederick the Great' is literature of a high order .... But
the 'morality' therein jubilantly upheld is shocking to any man
who takes seriously Carlyle's other writings in which he lays
down principles of conduct .... The morality he praised had
no connection with the morality as understood in the New Testament." Yet Roosevelt was not hide-bound in his appraisal of
history as literature. He welcomed what was then termed the
"New History" with its scientific accent so long as it did not
work to destroy the human side of history, the same human
aspects with which great literature dealt.^
Roosevelt's appreciation of literature in the more conven.

.

.

of an Art Exhibition," in The Outlook, March 29,
of Theodore Roosevelt, edited by Hermann Hagedorn, 24 volumes,
Memorial Edition. (New York, 1923-26), XIV, Literary Essays, 405-410. (This volume
herein cited as Literary Essays.)

4 Roosevelt,

1913.

5

"A Layman's View

The Works

Roosevelt,

"History as Literature," Annual Address of the President of the

American Historical Association,

at

Boston,
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Dec.

27.

1912,

ibid,

3-28.

tional sense of the word is well illustrated in three selected
essays, "The Children of the Night" (a review of Edwin Arlington Robinson's collection of poems of that title), "The Ancient
Irish Sagas," and "Dante and the Bowery." TR's chance encounter with Robinson is, of course, well known. When Kermit
Roosevelt on a White House visit from Harvard in 1905 showed
his father Robinson's verse, the President was captivated. He
asked his son to find out what he could about the poet. Eventually
Robinson was invited to dine at the White House, an occasion,
as Alice Longworth tells the story, made memorable by G. K.
Chesterton's somewhat spontaneous imitation of a grizzly bear,

done on all fours on the dining room f loor.^ Later the President
procured a sinecure for the poet in the New York Customs House
for Robinson was virtually destitute when "discovered" by the
Roosevelts. Feeling quite strongly that Robinson's work "should
have attracted more attention" TR wrote to that effect in his
review of The Children of the Night, appearing in The Outlook
in 1905. He found in the poems "an undoubted touch of genius
... a curious simplicity and good faith. There is in them," he
went on, "just a little of the light that never was on land or
sea ... it is not always necessary in order to enjoy a poem that
one should be able to translate it into terms of mathematical
accuracy. Indeed, those who admire the coloring of Turner ... do
not wish always to have ideas presented to them with cold, hard,
." Roosevelt said of the poem, "Luke
definite outlines
Havergal," for example, that "I am not sure I understand the
poem but I am entirely sure that I like it." And what of "Richard
Cory," that piece of Robinson's verse which has found its way
.

.

.

;

unerringly into many school anthologies? For Roosevelt
poem spoke "a very ancient but very profound philosophy of

the
life

local touch which points its keen insight."
supreme optimist, seems to have understood the
man who went and put a bullet in his head. Commenting on
another poem, "The Tavern," the presidential critic again revealed his poetic inner self. In "The Tavern" he noted Robinson
"writes of what most of us feel we have seen; and then again
of what we have only seen with the soul's eyes." No doubt
Roosevelt felt special kinship with Robinson for a poem like
"The Wilderness" for it told of nature as TR himself knew and
loved it. The author of The Wilderness Hunter identified with

with a curiously
Roosevelt, the

6 Alice Roosevelt Longworth to the author. According to Mrs, Longworth the
younger Roosevelt children, knowing of Chesterton's disposition toward the grizzly
bear imitation, urged him on to shocli the "shy poet."
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the poet's words: "And the lonely trees around us creak the
./The winds that blow the message
warning of the night wind
they have blown ten thousand years." In the President's terse,
last comment, "this little volume, not verse but poetry," was
Roosevelt's literary world reflected."^
In "The Ancient Irish Sagas" Roosevelt was fascinated
with the ancient Celtic texts whose stories were just then being
paraphrased in popular form by writers like Lady Gregory.
Indeed, just as he was later to praise the Abbey Theater as "an
extraordinary contribution to the sum of Irish literary and artistic achievement"^ so he discovered in the sagas the corresponding Celtic contribution to the larger corpus of ancient literature which the Germans, the French, and the English had helped
to develop long ago. The contemporary Irish revival, in other
words, owed a great deal to the new emphasis on the Cuchulain
cycle and the Ossianic cycle. Such tales have much to tell the
historian, TR thought, since they tend to portray life as it was
lived in Erin in far-distant times. The greatness of these epics
fell short of those of other peoples only because of the calamities
and tragedies which befell Ireland. In the treatment of women
Roosevelt believed the Irish sagas truly remarkable. Whereas
in the Song of Roland women played no part at all and in the
Norse and German stories they were "alternately splendid and
terrible," "it would be hard indeed to find among them a heroine
who would appeal to our modern ideas as does Emer, the beloved
of Cuchulain, or Deirdre, the sweetheart of the fated son of
Usnach." In his rendering of the story line of the Cuchulain cycle
Roosevelt demonstrated consistently his poetic sense, striving
to catch in plain prose the spirit of the epic itself. For him the
sagas possessed "extraordinary variety and beauty, and in their
mysticism, their devotion to and appreciation of natural beauty,
their exaltation of the glorious courage of men and of the charm
and devotion of women, they contained a curious attraction of
their own."® Like the Irish players of the Abbey Theater who
sprang from the soil and dealt with Irish things, so the ancient
sagas spoke of an authentic if irrecoverable Erin which was a
.

.

"The Children of the Night," In The Outlook, August 12, 1905v
For an appraisal of Roosevelt and Robinson see David H. Burton,
A Common Vision," The
"Theodore Roosevelt and Edwin Arlington Robinson
Personalist. IL, no. 3, 331-350, Summer, 1968.
8 Roosevelt, "The Irish Players," in The Outlook. Dec. 16. 1911, liiterary Essays,
7

Ibid,

Koosevelt,

361-364.

:

402-404.

9

Roosevelt,

"The Ancient

Irish

Sagas," in

ibid, 384-401.
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Century Magazine, January,

1907,

meaningful

No

if

unappreciated part of Western

less typical of Roosevelt, the

man

civilization.i^'

of letters,

was

his

concern for poetry which made honest and imaginative use of
the language of the market place, "today's market place ^the
Fulton Market" of New York for example, and not the market
place of Florence in the 13th century. This was the theme orf
"Dante and the Bowery." "What infinite use Dante would have
made of the Bowery!" he enthused. As he went on to argue,
the 19th century was more apt than the 13th century to boast
of itself as being the "greatest of centuries" but except for its
technology "it did not wholly believe in its boasting." Thus a
19th century poet, striving to make his point, was likely to draw
his material from ancient or classical times rather than his own.
In America only Walt Whitman dared to use any thing like the

—

Bowery, that is, "what was striking and vividly typical of the
humanity around him" and even he, Roosevelt remarked, "was
not quite natural in doing so, for he always felt he was defying
the conventions and prejudices of his neighbors." The difference
between Dante and Whitman was not so much a difference in
artists as in their respective times. The conventions of Dante's
century did not forbid him to use human nature just as he saw
it. Why not illustrate human nature by examples drawn from
the /Brooklyn Navy Yard as well as Piraeus, from Tammany no
less than the Roman mob, TR urged. Dante had unhesitatingly
used his contemporaries, or his immediate predecessors, along
side the great names passed on to him from antiquity, because
the passions of men are the same in all ages, godlike or demoniac.
Dante was "quite simply, a realist," displaying the sort of realism which Roosevelt judged to be missing in all too much of the
poetry of his day. "We do not express ourselves nowadays in
epics at all," he lamented; and "we keep the emotions aroused
in us by what is good or evil in the men of the present in a
totally different compartment from that which holds our emotions concerning what was good or evil in the men of the past."
Roosevelt was not so sure that given the peculiar character of
the 19th and early 20th centuries it could have been otherwise.
"One age expresses itself naturally in a form that would be
unnatural and therefore undesirable, in another age," he admitted. Nevertheless, he wanted the contemporary artists to see, as
had Dante, the "eternal qualities" in those around us, remarking
that Dante himself would have preferred it so. It may be of some
10 Roosevelt. "The Irish Players," loc.

cit.. 402.
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to point out that Roosevelt wrote "Dante and the
at a time when his own political life was in turmoil.^i
In 1911, when this essay appeared, he was searching his soul
with respect to another try for the presidency in 1912. The
worlds of Theodore Roosevelt rarely failed to intersect.
Looking over the full range of Roosevelt's output as a man
of letters, it is useless to deny that the literary side could
succumb, from time to time, to his strident sense of nationalism.
This was implicit in what he wrote about the Armory Art Show,
and it is a recurring feature of what was his most basic attitude.
"The American has precisely the same right to the English
speech as the Briton," he once observed; "American literature
of this century, like the British literature of this century, is a
branch of the great stock of English literature, the literature
common to all the English-speaking peoples."i2 He welcomed
nationalism in art and literature, quite candidly, though his
more extreme statements in support of this thesis came at the
time of World War I when patriotic passions were at their most
exaggerated. The absence of a serious art and literature of our

interest

Bowery"

own, he warned, would mean a warped national life. "As the
greatest works of art and literature must bear the stamp of
originality, in exactly the same sense the greatest works must
bear the stamp of nationalism." But even here, his humanism
warned him of "an over self-conscious straining after a nation"^^ As he had done consistently
alistic form of expression
before, Roosevelt the critic retained perspective while freely
voicing his ideas on the merit of art and literature and their
function in life.
.

.

.

Theodore Roosevelt's special respect for literature was
entirely predictable, given his background and early years rich
with life experiences. "A book a day" was a family tradition, and
one he shared with his children. Along with Taft and Wilson he
lent a tone of dignity to the American presidency based in part
on learning and concern for learning. Not since the great days
of Adams, Jefferson, and Madison had the leadership of the
Republic been so intellectually vibrant. These "Progressive
presidents" were every inch politicians, but they proved that
11 Roosevelt,

"Dante and the Bowery,"

in

The Outlook, August

26. 1911,

Literary

Essays. 439-447.
12 Roosevelt, "An Introduction to American Literature," in Th« Bookman,
February, 1896, ibid, 335-359; 3.56.
13 Roosevelt, "Nationalism In Literature and Art," Address at annual meeting
of the American Academy and the National Institute of Art and Letters, Nevp York
City, Nov. 16. 1916, Ibid. 448-462.

^4

;

man who was at once fond of learning, was no less
effective in politics. With Roosevelt there was no touch of selfconsciousness in mixing love for literature with love of political
power. He was convinced that his understanding of society was
enhanced by an understanding of the literature which society
produced as it evolved over the centuries, that he was a better
leader because he was better read. It remains a proposition hard
to prove but folly to deny.
the public

Going
WILLIAM

R.

We

leave off cutting down the weeds
And raking up the ceaseless green.
Redressed, we make ready to go
And then, when we get there,

Are strangely stunned

By

the fixed realities of stone and glass

But soon we go

in

And

pass in silent files
To sit and witness the procession
Of nodding flower faced children.
Their motion and rustle
Soon settles into seats, neat in rows,
All brave in their brightness.
He's there, and we can see him.
Grave in his sense of center.
Blithe in his ignorance of the ragged edge.

My

unease becomes resentment
brood over his breeding.
Sullen that I should have to bite
The bitter bread of his mortality

As

I

And

the fact that his days,

Told in this way.
Sun me into shadow.

Soon we will rise and go to share
So he can go a progress through
The guts of my begging that it
Is he who's really there.
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STOTT

JR.

Dialogues

KAREN KEENAN
You,
your very physical particularity
churning
in a sea of overturned thoughts.
Sleep has become an activity,

has

my mind

a ceaseless whirlpool of what was
and what is to come.
Yet, tauntingly self-possessed,

you

insist

on this

exigent scouring of the mind.
You pull me in and out of my past
without sympathy, straining endurance
to its slimmest, most quivering limit.
Then, like a lover, I seize

your final smile, imbuing it
with a questionable poignancy.

Ambivalence floods me.

Simply a flatterer, sir,
with a thin veneer of harshness
to offset your charms, all as
easily discernible as your
uncompromising duplicity. I have
no affection for the way you live;
such overbearing liberty is lethal.
Each compliment, then, has become
a small poison: spare me them,
or one day I will strip the petals
from the consummate flower
you will inevitably tender me
and the slow sap will kill us both.
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It is the fierce light in your eyes,
the spark that was part of my own
wildness, that suffices to lure me.
Then
your obscurity, as potent
in itself as the rarest suggestion.
Stated more simply, you have me inflamed
with my own capacity, again. I want
to protest, reject, defend. But man,
beautiful man, the way your eyes enhance
me is demoralizing. I must live up
to the woman they comprehend.

—

Your games, like the deep
thought at the end of a dream,
I have uncovered. Luring me
proved the fatal error it was
a matter of moving nearer
:

the bait, of seeing it more clearly.
What was dangled, proffered,
was not the danger another
charm could have been plied, another
:

worming path offered.
was as if looking around

long,
It

that bend in the line, turning
to avert the almost-blinding dazzle
saved me (as the dreamer wakes
before he is committed)
I felt
your hand at the end of the wire,
your snare at the end of the road.

—

;^=S
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:

—

I tell you it's of no use
no one profits by these encounters
if you insist on sitting there,

refusing to touch.

One

touch,

one soft merging touch
and we might harmonize forever.
I will not obliterate you, I
promise. I will not irritate,
obfuscate, or in any way appropriate.
Move closer. I only want to touch.

.^^
Everything is moving closer
to the surface: I have opted
for this exposure, the lateness
in my body pushing to its
irreversible peak. Call it
admitting,
an all-encompassing
sense of something

opening, call

whatever:
fright.

The

it

it is

eluding whispers through me
and with the urgency of one
whose death is nearing I answer
I want all of you, I love all of you

somewhat.
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The Auction
DAVID GOLDKNOPF

FROM being a grasping woman,
FAR
was the logic
easily made happy.

Nancy Tompkins was

of her happiness that
puzzled Claig: for example, her passion for auctions, as though
objects of value and beauty could, through sheer accumulation,
create a quality of value and beauty in their lives. Claig thought
such a quality could only come from within.
As an intellectual he was misplaced in a can-manufacturing
corporation, or would have been had not the company been
wealthy enough to have a place for intellectuals too in his case,
in its educational department. Naturally, the job didn't pay very
well, and the Tompkins had four children, Nancy's twins by her
first marriage and two children of their own. Also he had a
dependent mother. Thanks to Nancy's wonderful management,
they had no money-problems in the sense of being pressingly in
while Claig precoolly
debt. But they had to live carefully
It

:

—

—

ferred to ignore money. As a result, the more Nancy pointed out
how well they were managing, the more Claig was aware of
how little they were managing on.
Which, if this was the root of their infrequent quarrels,
made them especially silly. Consider the things they did not
quarrel about. Nancy was Catholic, in fact a very "good" Catholic, while Claig was, in his often repeated phrase, a "skeptical
humanist." The twins went to a new, good parochial school, but
it was agreed that Nancy's and Claig's children should go to a
public school. (The distinction is unfortunate; Claig was perhaps
fonder of Nancy's children than his own, since they were more
interesting at this time, and as girl-twins particularly charming.)
Another thing the Tompkins didn't quarrel about was other
men and women. This called for a certain primness of manner
in Nancy's case, since her attractiveness was somewhat vulgar,
her mouth full and promising, the contours of her figure
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unsubtle, like those of nubile secretaries in comic strips. Her
dresses were tight, for reasons of thrift she was putting on
weight and when she sat down at parties, there was a certain
reorientation of interest, as well as a noticeable sag in the sofa
cushion. As for Claig, his occasional temptations were scrupulously circumscribed, even in his imagination, which wasn't very-

—

—

inventive.

The passion which Nancy did yield to, the auctions, took
quite a bit of time, because you had to go to so many, to get
anything worthwhile at the right price. Then too, as their house
Nancy's needs became rather special. The filling-out,
however, took many years; one of Nancy's few concessions to
sentiment where cash was involved was the disposal af great
loss of all the furniture from her first marriage.
She had been widowed in a particularly terrible way by a
hunting accident and at a particularly terrible time six
months after her marriage when she w^s already pregnant.
Claig had known her husband rather well. For a while after the
tragedy he was the stalwart friend; soon he was in the bizarre
position of courting a pregnant woman. In fact, the first time
he had seen Nancy laugh after her bereavement was when he'd
said that he wanted to marry her before the children were born,
and the vision had popped into her head of walking up the aisle
of St. Ignatius with an eight-month belly. "Let's wait," she said.
"The children may make a difference." He was in terror during
her confinement—twins after all. They were married a week
after she returned from the hospital.
Inevitably he had wondered whether her first husband would
"come between them." iBut the only evidence of memory was her
horror of hunting. Claig didn't hunt. He even hated to open
clams; the squeeze of life appalled him.
And that was how he felt about auctions; they were antilife. The blatancy of their materialism made him almost nauseous,
particularly in the hour before the bidding when it was his
job to move late- Victorian horrors into the cramped space
grudgingly yielded by farm-tools, step-ladders, and refrigerators
with yellowing enamel so that Nancy could "take a good look"
at them. The stubborn barnyard odor, redolent of life, mingled
with the sourness of old cushions what had their owners died
of? he wondered. Stacked paintings were a special abomination.
"Isn't it marvellously silly? But the frame
" a thoughtful
working of the generous mouth which through previous thoughtful workings had become cracked and dry.
filled out,

—
—

—

—

—
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They kept meeting the same people at these auctions. Older
most of them than the Tompkins, many widowed or divorced,
dark and slack around the eyes. To Claig they seemed as misused
by experience as the callously disordered furniture.
"What these women really want," he told Nancy one day,
"is to be put up at auction and taken into a nice house, and
lovingly tended thereafter."

They were both edgy because it had been another fruitless
Saturday nothing bought, little even bid on. If only they would
put up something I really want," Nancy complained. "Even if
:

we

couldn't afford it."
"And especially if we didn't need it," he baited. "That's
at the bottom of this auction business, isn't it? Bagging what
you don't need." And when she didn't answer "It's a form of

—

hunting."

"You read too much into things. You often do."
He was frightened by his cruelty, but still not disposed to
back off when she said considerably later, "What I'd like to do
sometime

get rid of everything we've ever bought at auction,
you'd like the house."
"We'd manage. We'd get along with what we need."

then see

is

how

"Do we need a bed?"
"Emphatically."

—

"That comes from auction the frame."
"We'll keep that."
"Solid mohogany. Excellent condition. Twelve dollars."
And forty man-and-woman hours taking it down to the
grain, sanding, refinishing."
"Don't you enjoy that the reality in the

—

wood?"

After a rather long pause he said, "Yes."
"Sometimes I think you married the wrong woman."
He was warily silent.
"I'm not light-hearted," she observed moodily.
"Who is these days? It's all surface."
"Some women manage. That's what they manage. I enjoy
burdens. I even want more children. I'm dull."
"We're both getting dull," he said in a conciliatory tone.
"The only excitement in our town is adultery."
"That's going to extremes."
"One thing I've never understood. The first time you were
married, all the furniture was new."
"Yes," she said, "everything was new."
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Illness descended biblically upon the house grippes, asthma,
and serially among the children the mumps. Meanwhile, in the
company's evening educational program he was teaching a Great
Books course, and, after the instructor dropped out, a course in
:

furniture refinishing. He enjoyed the teaching, but mostly it
was for the money. "We'll have a great vacation," he promised,
"which we can afford."
But at precisely the beginning of his vacation his mother
had to have an operation, and by the time it and the biopsies,
fortunately negative, were over, so were all but three days of
their vacation. The extra money he had earned by teaching was
as easily disposed of on uninsured medical expenses.
In August there were sometimes several auctions a week,
for the summer population in the area was high. The Saturday
before Labor Day, the contents of the Van Ohmstedt's house,
which had been in the same family since 1790, were to be
auctioned. "Queen Anne, Chippendale, unsurpassed collection
of old pewter," Claig read to Nancy.
"Twimbley hasn't run an on-the-level auction in years,"
Nancy insisted. "The stuff just isn't to be had, he'll tell you as
much if you ask him. He empties his warehouse for every sale.
"I don't see how he can fake this," Claig replied.
It w^as now several months since they'd been to an auction,
and since Claig was honest with himself he had to admit to
himself that he missed them. But how? As one misses a habitual
annoyance, or meat on fast days, simply because it wasn't
there? Or did something in his nature oblige him to please Nancy
at his own expense?

—

—

Saturday morning

it

was

raining. "That settles

it,"

Nancy

said.

He

"Why?" Claig replied. "The rain will keep the crowd down."
himself called the friends with whom they exchanged baby-

sittings.

Heavy clouds kept moving in as they drove to the auction.
Passing the new housing developments they talked about changes
in the town. "This was the place to invest money," Claig remarked offhand.
"There

will

be enough money," Nancy replied firmly. "And

know?"
The money she referred

who was

to

to

was the

substantial insurance

by her first husband, a subject Claig found disagreeable.
Nancy wanted to use the money for the education of all the
children; any other arrangement was unthinkable. Claig con-

left
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ceded that point, yet it bothered him to have the education of
his own children taken care of through the providence of a
dead man.
Rain began to spatter the windows again as they came to
Twimbley's directional signs fastened to the trees. Finally an
arrow pointed to a gravelled country lane. Pools of uncertain
depth in the road, and a line of cars ahead of them slowed
them down. "They can't all be going to the auction," Claig
muttered. After what seemed like miles but was probably much
less, a man in a yellow slicker waved them into a narrow country
road which descended between leafy, dripping undergrowth. This
road was rutted, and the car ahead of them, with big-city letters
on its license plates, wallowed nervously around the sharp turns.
The lawn around the house was already filled, cars behind
cars, so that many people would not be able to leave, even if
they wanted to, before the end of the auction. The old house,
shrouded in rain, seemed to have magnetized cars from miles
around, drawing them to its rough walls. Surprisingly the house
had no prospect, and the oaks, perhaps older than the house,
would have made the grounds gloomy even on a sunny day.
"What a strange place to put a lovely old house," Nancy said.
The barn doors were open, and the barn looked darkly
crowded as they drove by. Another slickered man urged them^ on,
with low whipping motions of his arm, through a cow gate into
a pasture already softened by rain. Here there was only a trace
of an old wagon road. "It may not be easy getting out," Claig
remarked. Their damp faces were set in ironic expressions, as
they tried to set their feet on firm ground.
The barn was in gloom except for a goose-neck lamp on the
auctioneer's stand and the two bare bulbs hanging* from a twisted
electric wire, beneath which objects were displayed for bidding.
The benches installed for the day were well-filled. Where they
were not it was soon clear why; the long-neglected barn-roof
leaked overhead. Bric-a-brac was going going high, Nancy
quickly observed. Since people were still coming in, Twimbley
was relaxed, mixing legend and salespatter. His face was hawkish
in the shielded light; he had always the slightly untrustworthy

—

look which becomes an auctioneer. The Van Ohmstedt family,
he reminded them, was old in these parts, as was his own. He
had anecdotes to tell of Indians, wars, and the China trade,
ghost stories and instances of gothic violence. His voice, even
with the microphone, was low and bardic they were witnessing
the end of a chapter of American history. Sometimes he had
;
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to him a lamp or bowl which he rotated wordlessly,
for his own interest, staring finally at the base before handing
it back. His thick country airs were subdued, as was his manner
of exciting exalted conjectures of value without actual misrepresentation. In fact he was starting the bids low, letting the
buying tension in the audience do the work for him. It was the
last auction of the summer and the people who would soon be
leaving for the city were determined not to go back empty-

handed up

handed.
Claig was moved by the quietly inexorable dispersal of an
old family's possessions. "Bid !" he said once or twice.
But Nancy shook off the suggestion, whereupon he stared
into high, damp gloom at the rafters and trusses of the great
barn. The people coming in, shaking off rain, set newspapers on
the damp benches; finally they were standing along the outer
aisles. Twimbley continued to work slowly. It was going to be
a long, rainy, prosperous day. At lunch-time Nancy had yet to
make her first bid.
Coming out to the sodden barnyard, they were awed by the
number of cars: in the field and, in fact, wherever a car could
be parked. The old house too had been heavily invaded. The lowceilinged rooms were noisy with an excitement which had been
restrained in the barn. It was hard to get an impression of what
the house looked like. Crates and baskets were stacked everywhere. The line moved slowly past the buffet. These lunches were
run by various church groups for fund-raising purposes, and the
food was shamelessly skimpy.
"Hello strangers," Mrs. Kendall, dispenser of sandwiches,
greeted them. We haven't seen you in a long time. Three months
I'd judge. And how is your dear mother?"
"She's in good shape, thank you," Claig replied.
"And your family? You had quite a siege this spring I hear."
"They're fine too, thank you."
"Oh I must tell you this. My son took a course with you at
the

company

—

"Great Books or furniture refinishing?"
"I don't recall. But he said you w^ere one of the best teachers
he'd ever had, you have the knack. Will you be teaching again
this fall?"

"I'm trying to stay away from evening work. I like to spend
the time with my family."
"And who's to blame you? Four is it now, or five? I forget."
"Still four," Nancy smiled.
Claig clapped his hands lightly. "Well what would you
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recommend ?"
Mrs. Kendall spread her arms. "Ham, roast beef, loin of
all the same price. Coffee's fifteen. We're using taller

pork. It's
cups."

They put sandwiches, several

slices

of

bread-and-butter

pickles, potato chips, plastic forks and spoons and napkins on
paper plates. With these and the coffee in front of them they

sidled behind the backs of talky strangers into what had been
the front parlor. In the dense crowd familiar faces were hard
to spot, but they found several acquaintances and their summer

guests.

Nancy scanned the room. "Isn't this a lovely house ? I wonder
what's going to happen to it."
She was told that the heirs were holding it, for a summer
place or investment. "They like the exterior lines, but they're
going to rip out the insides. Too many small rooms."
"I enjoy numerous rooms," one of the summer people said,
"if each is a different experience."
"That takes an awful lot of furniture," Nancy replied.
As this group broke up Nancy and Claig w^ent into the
kitchen where Nancy admired the fireplace. "That's a real
hearth!"
In the corner near the fireplace, talking to three men, one
in his twenties, one in his thirties, and the third in his forties
or perhaps fifties was an attractive straw-blonde, Mae Rowley.
She had her coat on and her hands in her pockets, as if she were
cold: a condition which seemed to w^eigh on the consciences of
the men around her. Mae's husband was a conspicuous philanderer. Men felt sorry for her in her presence, and for them.selves
afterwards. Claig's theory was that Tom had married Mae for
her money and was now demonstrating his independence to
restore his pride. But this passed over the obvious loutish streak
in the man. There was no explaining the situation, which was,
perhaps, what made it so satisfying, conversationally. In fact,
Claig's explanation had an element of bravado in it some people,
remembering the insurance, probably thought he had married
;

for

money

too.

Mae

took her hand out of her pocket to wave at them. It
was impractical to join her, so they waved back. "I wonder if
she bought anything this morning," Nancy asked.
On the not very frequent occasions when Claig had talked
to Mae, he had been made to feel that she thought him "deep."
What he preferred, however, was to have Mae think of him as
a good friend. "She doesn't have one in the whole town," he
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reflected solemnly.

They looked around for a trash basket, then threw the paper
plates and cups into the huge pile of litter in the fireplace. Nancy
sighed. "Let's go home."
Rain was driving under the eaves of the front porch. Cars
still arriving got in the way of those leaving, since all of
Twimbley's men were tied up, hauling furniture covered with
dirty drapes against the rain from the house to the barn. "What
a mess," Nancy said. The day was frazzling out, he could no
longer ignore it. Nancy was right, there would never again be
a good auction anywhere. Everything good was held back by the
heirs or bid up to the sky. A drabness of spirit as dank and
heavy as the clouds took hold of him. "All right," he agreed.
"Let's go home."
She thought a moment. "Well we've had lunch. We might
as well stay for a

little

while."

—

The pewter was beginning to go very high, even he could
tell. They took seats near a side aisle, so that they could leave
easily. Why had he urged her to come? He sought an answer
in the darkness overhead, in the backs of the audience, in the
mouth of the auctioneer that seemed to belong to a different
person than his eyes. "This is a religion," he thought angrily.
"Here is the church and the pews. There's the high priest,
Twimbley, in the pulpit. And the ikons. And the liturgy Torty
:

I'm bid, forty, who'll bid forty-five
values

.

.

.'

What

a mockery of

!"

light blonde hair brightening the gloom, Mae came
down the aisle, still followed by the three men. Claig
and Nancy moved apart to make room for her between them,
but there was no room for the men, who remained standing along

Her

jauntily

the wall, folding their arms one after the other.
"Who are all these people?" Mae asked.
"Summer people out for country bargains," Nancy replied
in an undertone. "And bidding them up to Parke-Bernet prices."
"The local people are going right along with them," Claig
pointed out. "Where does all the money come from?"
"And the stuff isn't that wonderful," Nancy said. "If they
!"
would only put up something really splendid
"Like a harem girl," Claig suggested to Mae.
Mae said to Nancy, "Claig wants them to put up a harem
girl."

Nancy laughed. "Claig? He'd want to marry her. And then
he'd get tired of her."
"Or he'd get tired of her first, and then want to marry
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her,"

Mae

replied.

She bid on a pair of pewter candlesticks but soon dropped
be damned if I will."
"Don't you really want them?" Claig teased. He had put
his head close to hers as he spoke so as not to interfere with
the bidding. Nancy, he noted, wore a similar perfume, but not
out, saying "I'll

to auctions.

"What I want, I get," Mae answered toughly out of the
corner of her mouth.
Now Nancy leaned across Mae to say to Claig, "If we wait
until everybody starts to leave, there will be a terrible jam-up."
"Let me bring the car around," Claig suggested. "That may
take a while, and maybe something good will come up while I'm
gone."
"Oh

sure,"

Nancy

said dourly.

Mae announced. She bye-byed the three
men. Claig followed her, feeling not unpleasantly conspicuous.
The ground was slithery and Mae slipped her arm through his
for support. "Wasn't that fun," she said.
"All part of the game," he replied philosophically.
"I like the way you accept disappointment."
He dropped her off at her car and went on to his. The ground
was very soft he did have trouble getting on to the wagon path
and even afterwards. As he approached the gate he saw that
Mae's car was still in the field, shuddering with frustration,
vapor pouring from its exhausts. He swore mildly to disguise his
"I'm leaving too,"

;

pleasure at returning to her.
"Isn't

it

stupid, to

park us here!" she exclaimed through

the car window.
He agreed. But her

own judgment hadn't been much better.
The wheels were almost up to the hubcaps in grass and mud. He
pushed while she gunned the motor it was useless. "I'll have to
;

get something under the wheels," he told her.
He slodged through the tall grass. Within minutes his
trousers were soaked to the thighs. Bitterness welled in him.
With all the men in town who had made a try for Mae, and for
all he knew succeeded, why should he be the one ... As he
dragged dead brush after him, his shoe slipped into a sink-hole
and filled chillingly, but by this time he was too wet to care. He
snapped the brush with quick angry motions, scratching and
muddying his hands.
"Let me try it," he said firmly.
"Oh would you please?" she slid over away from the wheel.
The rocking rhythm of the car embarrassed him. "You have
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it in mud, to pack it down," he explained. She nodded,
trying to help with body English. "Oh come on, baby," she
whispered fervently. Finally the wheels found traction and
firmer ground.
"It's all in knowing how," she said with melting gratitude.
"I guess," he replied.
It was teeming now the rain was like hail on the roof. He
rolled up the window hurriedly. "You can't go out into this,"
she told him. "Why don't you take your coat off?"
"I'd have to put it on again, in a minute."
"Well I'm getting out of mine."
That took a good deal of v^rriggling on her part since his
hands were too dirty to help. She looked at the row of silver
buttons running down her dress, the top and bottom one unbuttoned. When she turned to him, her eyes were cold.
His muddy hands were useless to forestall or, a moment
later, to cooperate in the embrace which went on until he found
himself thinking again, and in several directions: of his hands
still held out, splay-fingered, and of who might be observing the
scene. She drew away almost as abruptly as she had begun.
He glanced at his hands. "I hope I didn't get your dress

to rock

;

dirty."

She looked down
hadn't softened at all.
"I suppose

and shook her head. Her expression

you know," he

said, "that

I'm basically a serious

person."

"Meaning that I'm

know very
"You know a
"I

not."

about you."
about Tom, don't you?

little

lot

I'll

bet you

know

everything about Tom."
He nodded, thrilled by his betrayal of the rogue male.
"Then you know a lot about me."
"Revenge? That's silly. Demeaning." He folded his arms;
he wanted to be constructive. "What exactly are you after?"
"Love."
"When people who have been married a long time talk
about love, there's something wrong with them," he told her.

"The quality of love
rain

—

"The gentle

isn't

strained,

it

falleth like the gentle

rain," he repeated theatrically, peering through

the streaming glass.

Her close attention brought out the didactic strain in him.
"Love," he observed, "is like God for people who believe in

Him—"
38
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"God

is in them," she said softly.
"No. They are in God. God is in me. Like

—

like

an

ulcer.

What does it mean? Love me!"
"I know to be loved you have to love. Now tell me, how
do you love I don't know where Tom is this very minute."
'Love.'

—
—

"It's a vicious circle," he conceded.
"I'm getting out of it."
"If you think it will never work," he remarked judiciously.
He was about to add, "You aren't Catholic
"Divorce?" she said with real annoyance. "Am I supposed
to give him everything he wants? And find a man who'll love
two children as well as me. He does, in his way, love the children.
In his big stupid way."
There were tears in her eyes and soon after in his. "You
deserve to be happier," he said, "a lot happier. But as you know,"
he added wistfully, "Nancy and I don't fool around."

—

"Maybe you should."
"You singular or you plural?"
"You're trying to solve too many problems at one time."
"The problems don't exist," he answered firmly.
Again with an abrupt movement she drew away from him.
She opened the glove compartment to take out paper tissues.
She dried her eyes and nose, then rolled down the window to
moisten several tissues. She cleaned his muddy hands, finger by
finger, placing the clean hand in her lap. "That solves one problem," she pointed out.
He put his arms around her, but she held back for a moment,
to say, "You ought to be unfaithful. It would do you good.
You're smug."
Her lips were cool. Then they opened, and her breath was
in his mouth. He could not believe that a kiss could be as
expressive as this one. He sank into it without a thought.
When he got back to his car he knew that not conscience,
nor children, nor the community was between him and an act
which had a single, simple meaning for him: contempt in bed
for the woman he had married. So his faithfulness too meant
only the absence of sought opportunity, and the premises which
ordered his life were like a row of silver buttons, to be unbuttoned or sent flying. He wondered where he would get the money
for hotel rooms. Not from his allowance surely, and Nancy kept
the checking account. That was the kind of bind he had gotten
himself into. Could he use his mother as an excuse for staying
away all night? He thought of Mae's active thinness, instru-
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his will, demonized by her lust for revenge, and
depraved. In one way or another it would be
utterly
sighed,
arranged; he was resigned to it.
Mae's three courtiers unfolded their arms and pushed back
to the wall, to let him pass. He slid over to Nancy. "Get any-

mented by

thing?" he asked crisply.
She shook her head without looking at him.

"Then

go."
as they got into the car she noticed his trousers.
"They're soaked to the knees! How did that happen?"
"Our friend Mae's car was stuck in the mud, grinding
itself deeper and deeper, like her God damned marriage. So
helped her out."
let's

As soon

—

"Good Lord. Put on the heater and take your pants off."
"What!"
"Are you afraid you'll be arrested? No one can see you

in

the car."

She unbuckled the belt and pulled off his trousers as he
." she clucked. "I
eased up in the seat. "Just look at them
guess they can be drycleaned all right after I brush the mud off.
My good Samaritan!" She rubbed her hand up and down his
thigh. "You're shivering."
.

"Your hand

.

is cold."

"I'm sorry."

"
don't you say it? 'Why did we come here today?'
"But you wanted to leave after lunch. I was the one who
said, no. I just hope you don't catch cold."
She has no suspicions at all, he thought. And indeed, why
should she ? He felt guiltless and superior he had so little need
of her. But then his thoughts darkened. He did want something
she had never given him before. Justification.
He gripped the wheel as if it were a pair of reins. "Nancy,"
he said, "I'd like to talk about your first marriage."

"Why

;

"Now?"

Why not now?"
"All right," she said breathlessly.
"Do you think about him?"
"From time to time. When there's a connection."
"But you don't invite him."
"Or some other time.

"No."

"You were

in love

with him,"

"Of course!" she said

Now

resentfully.

he did turn to her. "And you're in love with me."
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"Of course," she

said, still angrily,

but with confusion in

her eyes.

"Yet there must be a difference."

"Why?"
"Because we are different. He was a hunter, heavily insured.
enjoyed killing. He had dash. You say you're dull. Were you
dull then? What I'm getting at—"
What he was getting at was so abominable, so debasing, that
only in a moment of wildest courage, such as this one, could he
carry it off. He was determined to kill this man, and to do that
he had to bring him alive.
"I want to know," he said flatly, stoically, "do you love
." And then his courage failed and his mouth twisted in
me
the misery of his self-contempt.
"More?" she said it for him, but objectively, uncensoriously.
"You mean, you want me to 'measure'? I wouldn't know how

He

.

.

to begin."
his conversation with Mae in the car; he
clearly the parallel between it and this one; and he was
man could understand, and
appalled at the futility of insight.
understand, and still suffer.
"I want you for my own," he said in bleakest anguish.

He remembered

saw

A

else,

"Darling! What has been bothering you? There is no one
dead or alive!"
He groaned and nuzzled her shoulder like a child.

house
THEY WENT
AS though
had been broken

they both stopped short, as
into in their absence. But it was
really the fact that the house hadn't changed at all which struck
them. In that way they seemed to have been gone for a long time.
into their

it

"These auctions are getting on our nerves," Nancy said.
"I won't go anymore. In fact, I'm even thinking of selling some
things."
"What?" he asked, almost with alarm.
For that mirror
"I don't know. But the prices these days
alone we could have a weekend in the city at one of those fancy

—

motels."

"We've gotten good value for our money," he observed with
narrow satisfaction.
"It isn't just the money. I like things that have been lived
with. Don't you?"

He

shrugged.

"Isn't that

why you married me?"
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she persisted bravely.

"You're not a thing."
line isn't as clear for me as it is for you."
yes," he said airily, "there's the great strength of the
Catholic faith."
She didn't reply, she never did to irreverence. Besides, she
vi^as busy emptying the pockets of his mud-stiffened trousers,
"It isn't that warm," she told him. "You'd better get some
pants on."

"The

"Ah

"Why?" he

leered.

She jabbed his stomach
to wait. Eight days in fact."

v^ith

her forefinger. "You'll have

"I don't see that."

"Well Mr. Tompkins," she simpered, "I hope you know

what you're doing."
"You have no style," he complained.
But he knew what he was doing. This was the talent of the
minor man to submit to his weakness with kindness and grace.
It was a matter of taste finally, he supposed. Tom Rowley's was
:

atrocious.

While Nancy called their baby sitters, he unzipped the back
and unfastened the belt with an offhand air.
"We're back," Nancy said. "I'll be over by and by for the

of her dress
kids."

"No

hurry. They're having a great time. Did you get any-

thing?"

"Not a thing." She passed the phone from hand to hand,
him get off the dress and bra.
"Was there a big crowd?"
"The whole world I never saw anything like it !" He draped
his arm over her shoulder and cupped her breast forthrightly.
She patted his leg, enjoining patience. "They parked us in a cow
pasture. Cars were getting stuck. It was a mess !" They chatted
about the abominable weather. With a non-nonsense movement
he pulled down her panties.
"Look ,you must be exhausted. Let me bring the kids over."

to help

!

"No, don't!"
"But it's no trouble at all."
"Please! I'll be over in a half hour. Maybe less."
Claig smiled sadly over her shoulder. "No style at
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all."

—

Obeisance for a 72nd Birthday
FRANCES HALL
are made of places
that laid quiet against your forehead
and the breath of sweet winds

You

upon your mouth.

You have

learned

wisdom

through listening to silences,
through waiting for happenings to find
the slow syllables that belong to them.

Your eyes have faces reflected
that once you memorized in old devotions;
the smilings, the sadness, the tender feelings
are gone from them long since hand-folded
into their six feet of forgetting
to preside in you.

—

Now

tread carefully,

with so much sequential treasure
stored thus f ragilely.
could go in a morning
with sunlight on them;
it could go in an evening
like a sunset with clouds moving over.
It

like icicles

in the dandelion meadows
of this lengthening season beyond allotment
and think how the yellow blossoms
glow more than the white globes of dispersal
to say there will be time enough for the casual seeding
when the breeze does come.

Walk
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Exposure
JOHN

R.

REED

Salt forms like chitin on the glass
of houses facing out to sea

and gnaws the paint from warped wood.
Peering through these windows
you see sky stippled and gulls
broken shapes, and the sea itself
a smear of irregular whorls,
the world gone askew.

The vulnerary eats the wound.
But sea air's kind to the heart
and the old-time doctors said
it made the most unlikely head grow
'Have you ever seen a seaman bald?'

fair:

it wears away after all.
Your mind goes out to sea among wrecks
and wrack that floats or falls down fathoms.

Well,

Places by oceans are too precise,
too piercing and unstable.
They make us peer at our broken lives.
What have these fragments come to?

Our paragraphs are Roman walls
that hint at emperies gone by
a crystal surface keeps us in
and eats the colors from our lives.
No scouring will make our memory
see clearly and unmarked again.

Children
To David Ray

We

marvel at things

that children say

because they have something
that

They

we

lose.

let

into their

the butterfly

mind

that we impatiently
chase away.
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For them a bottlecap in the sand
is a Kimberley mine
and the wash of a wave
peels off the day.

Joy and pain
are different knives
that equally cut
the rind away:
inside forever there's
acid and sweet
we cherish or lose
the knack of.

JOHN

One Can Always

Tell a

Lady by

.

.

R.

REED

.

NINA SANDRICH
Certain ladies of uncertain age
pin desires in their pockets
much like handkerchiefs,
precisely pressed in folds.
Exquisite stitches testify
to self -induced near-sightedness,
visions sacrificed in favor
of exactitude, security assured,
adequate if only for a whim,
considered wish or want.
Careful calculating ladies can't permit
imagination to unfurl like flags
or flaunt their inspiration
as bold banners of extravagance.
Their little lusts are redolent
of lavender, sufficient for a scope
as miniscule as scraps of lace,
hemmed and still immaculate,
embroidered corners fading though unused,
like the specific borders
of their ever disappointing dreams.
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Half Course in the

Ram
M. E.

Of

:

GRENANDER

With apple blossoms comes the agony
when queen of ice and snow:
This melted pain now screams at tandem spring.

solitude endured

Not Quite a Sonnet to the

Self

DENNIS DOYLE
Once you realize the inherent sameness
Of all that matter, the manner in which
All things share, you become so different:

Your senses are lost in a tentative
Finality. You lose hold of distinctive
Boundaries. You become what surrounds

you.

What surrounds you becomes you
lose yourself.

Would you begin again to distinguish
That earthy fire from the water of which
You are heir, you instinctly inherit
From scratch the mark of an upstanding man
That rebirth mark, that distinguishing scar,
That sightly different blemish almost
no, never ever
Not quite
quite the same.

—
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A Semantic

Field Consists

Of
DENNIS DOYLE

One common

plot, open to everyone:
Familiar flowers fixed in regular
Formality; precise vegetables
Regimented more formidably
Than nature; grass blades honed to a fine point
From usage; and humans treading cautiously
In overshoes

And
Another, more carefully sheathed sward:
Weeds that fence dense sections and tigers,
Stabbing them in playful repartee;
Stones that hold conference with clashed edges,
Poking pointed puns and jabbing remarks;
And pearls of far-away wisdoms that nistach

And nodder and quake
And
One enormous midget, straddling the

fence,

Barefoot and bleeding, weeping long-term
Sentences to binary annuals and perennials.

lid
9?2 argcnaua

(continued)
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the audience to have copies of the -poems; many times he himself
does not even seem to have any plan for the reading. He flips
pages, muttering ivhat a generous audience takes as witticisms,
while he decides ivhat he can hear to read once more.
The audiences at these affairs seem to me unusually sijmpathetic and generous. They are happiest ivhen the poem is clearly
a light one, when the poet lifts his eyebrow and his inflection
in a cue that says it's all right to laugh. But there is an uncomfortable silence after many poems. What does one do after an
apocalyptic vision? Applaud? So there is the silence, filled only
by the sound of more pages being turned in the poet's latest
volume. (He luill sign autographed copies in the lobby after
the reading.)
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/ have no wish to put performing poets out of business. They
need love as much as anyone, and these readings often serve to
assure them that someone cares after all. Writing is lonely ivork,

and it does 710 harm for the ivriter to look into the faces of
some of those he is writing for.
They also 7ieed money, and it is one of the great ironies of
the poetry reading scene that no poet ivoidd he paid a thousand
or two for writing: a magnifice^it poem; hut if he is lucky enough
to make some little reputation, he will he paid thousands for
reading the same poems he once sold for a pittance. The poem
is 7iot the salahle commodity; the poet is.
Poetry as shoiv husiness is not entirely a phenomenon of our
own times. In the early days of this century, Vachel Lindsay
used to tour the country, distributing a pamptiLet erititled
"Rhymes to be Traded for Bread." Reading poems like "General
Willia7n Booth Enters Into Heave7i" or "The Co7igo," Lindsay

accompanied his deep chanting ha7'itone with appropriate
e7nphases on a big bass drum. Even poet7^y haters enjoyed it.
But somewhere along the line, the poet in Lindsay became
absorbed by the performer. He is little more than a Iite7^a7'y
cu7'iosity today.
As I have said, there are irreconcilable conflicts betwee7i the
theatrical demands facing the performing poet a7id the a7^tistic

demands of the poem. The theatre is exciting in its immediacy,
the stimulus a7id response between performer and audie7ice. The
poem is appreciated in a 7nore gi^adual, more complex pattern
that can only residt from successive 7^e-readings. One gets to
know a poem as he does a person: there are similar 7'isks in
hasty judg7nents, which may lead to disappointment and disillusion.
It is i7npossible to get to

know a poem or a poet at a public
reading. Both poet and audie7ice are playi7ig 7'oles that are
adopted for the occasion. There is 710 harm in such play, as long
as each re7nembers that shoiv business has ve7'y little to do with
the reading or writing of poems.
.J.K.
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